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NATIONWIDE C HAPTER MEETING
by Vidya Achar

Our Nationwide Chapter Meeting, hosted on January 22nd was an amazing start to the new year. This year, we are
excited to begin new State of the Students projects, including a nationwide collaboration that will be announced
soon, so stay tuned!
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THE MONTHLY RE C AP
by Vidya Achar
This month, our chapters hosted
two episodes of Pizza and
Politics: a Massachusetts
discussion with Mayor of Boston
Michelle Wu, which can be found
on the Massachusetts chapter’s
Instagram account:
@mastateofthestudents and a
California episode with Senator
Bob Wieckowski which will be
published soon on the California
chapter’s Instagram account:
@ca.stateofthestudents. In the
episode, Mayor Wu talked about
the Boston Youth Transportation
project, which aims to provide
youth safe transportation around
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INTRODU C ING OUR ADMIN TEAM!
by Vidya Achar
In 2022, we are welcoming a new Administrative Team to continue our mission of getting students involved in
government. We are excited to welcome five civically engaged students from across the country to State of the
Students.

C HAPTER LIAISON
Joining us as the new Chapter Liaison is Weston Hamilton, a high school sophomore from Fort
Payne, Alabama. As Chapter Liaison, he will work with the Operations Director Lauren Hightower
to meet with established chapters and aid in the expansion of State of the Students.
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